Harvestman Wood, County Antrim - About 8½ acres, £79,000

Establishing a new woodland on a bare site, especially a fertile ex-agricultural site, has many challenges. Chief among these is the
competition the young trees face from weed growth. Harvestman Wood, whilst only a little over a decade old, has overcome these challenges
in spades and is well established and growing rapidly, with the choice of reliable, fast-growing ash being a good one on this south facing
lowland site.
The access track leads through woodland and open meadow from Dagger Road which is within easy striking distance of the M1, Lisburn and
Moira. The end of the track enters Harvestman Wood across a small culvert over a drainage ditch and through a hedge where it broadens out
into a neat parking area. All the woodland on this far side of the hedge will belong to the new owners.
The woodland is very open under the light canopy - ash is self-pruning, so you can wander at will without having to fight your way through
dense branches. The wood was planted across two fields divided by a thorn hedge, and by lightly pruning some of the trees, a way has now
been made which winds through a natural south-facing glade surrounded by ashes and oaks, to a newly created opening in the hedge which
gives access to the second wooded field.
Field hedgerows have been retained to form the boundaries between the wood and adjacent farmland. They have been allowed to grow on to
produce dense thickets of hawthorn and blackthorn, with holly and plentiful dog rose thrown in for good measure. All these fruit bearing plants
have the potential to produce a useful bounty of berries and foliage, for wild animals, birds and humans. To the south lies an arable field
which, along with the discovery of prongs from an old pitchfork, and an abundance of harvestmen (a long-legged relative of the spider) in
September, gives Harvestman Wood its name.
The crop of ash will soon be ready for thinning, if the new owner chooses to do so, which will provide a bumper harvest of firewood of a
perfect size for a wood stove or log boiler. Combined with the firm ground conditions and good all weather track access this would be a
straightforward operation for a contractor or a suitably competent owner. Repeated periodically over a number of coupes, this has the
potential to provide a never-ending, sustainable supply of carbon neutral fuel.
In addition to the ash there are around two dozen small groups of oak throughout the area, and a few groups of Scots pine, which add to the
diversity. Many of the oaks are growing well and show promising form, and, with judicious pruning and thinning, will make for valuable timber
in the future.
There are jays, buzzards and kestrels active within the wood, and the fruiting hedgerows are a haven for nesting songbirds. The jays have
surely been responsible for sowing some acorns which are now starting to grow into the next generation of oaks, and other trees are
germinating freely too, including hawthorn, hazel and ash. This is remarkable in such a young woodland and shows its potential for
diversifying the range of tree species, which could be done by opening up gaps in the ash trees and planting or allowing natural regeneration
to take its course. A biodiverse woodland, with a variety of native tree species spanning a range of ages, is robust and provides the best

wildlife habitat, and Harvestman Wood has great potential for this, as well as offering so much enjoyment in its current form.
Harvestman Wood was planted under a Woodland Grant Scheme (WGS) in 2007. Under the terms of the scheme the woodland should be
maintained in accordance with good forestry practice and the land should not be returned to agriculture for at least 30 years. In practice, these
restrictions are not onerous and the new owner(s) will be able to enjoy all the benefits of watching their adolescent woodland mature without
interference. Standard management techniques such as thinning, improving access and introducing new species are all acceptable.
The purchasers of the woodland will be asked to enter into a covenant to ensure the quiet and peaceful enjoyment of adjoining woodlands and
meadows.
Price: £79,000 Freehold
Location: Lisburn, County Antrim
Size: About 8½ acres for sale

Local manager
Andrew Clark
07977 499714
andrew@woodlands.co.uk

How to find this woodland
You are welcome to visit this wood by yourself, but please ensure that you have a copy of these sales details with you - many of our
woodlands do not have mobile phone reception or internet access so we recommend either printing the details or downloading them to your
phone/tablet/laptop.
Do remember to also check that it is still available for sale. If you have seen the woodland and wish to be accompanied on a second more
detailed visit please contact our local manager.

Location
OS Landranger: OS No 20
Grid ref: J 214 636
Nearest post code: BT28 2TJ

Directions
Harvestman Wood lies 3 miles west of Lisburn.
1.Click here for Bing Maps Directions enter your own postcode, (the coordinates for the entrance on Dagger Road are already entered) .
2. For Satnav: the nearest postcode is BT28 2TJ on Dagger Road, as shown by the red dot on the maps: the coordinates are: N54.506648
W6.1194475 for the entranceway.

Park outside the gate, climb the gate and walk along the stoned track for about ¼ mile and the entrance to Harvestman Wood will be in front
of you.
Travelling from Belfast and Lisburn, take the A3 Moira Road from Lisburn. In the village of Maze, turn right at the crossroads onto Dagger Road.
Travelling from the west, exit the M1 at Junction 9, take the A3 towards Lisburn, and turn left at the crossroads in the village of Maze onto
Dagger Road.
After ¼ mile you will find the entrance on the left via a timber gate.
Travelling from the north, take the A26 past Belfast International Airport until you reach Upper Ballinderry. Turn left onto the B104 Ballinderry
Road. After about 4 miles turn right onto Cross Lane opposite Magheragall Church. After ½ mile the road forks right to become Dagger Road,
and the entrance is ½ mile further on on your right via a timber gate.

Then as above in Italics.

Boundaries:
Harvestman Wood occupies two former agricultural fields enclosed by farm hedges which form the external boundaries, and divided by

another hedge which has a gap giving access between the two halves. You cross the eastern boundary hedge and ditch on entering the wood
from the adjoining woodland. The southern, western and northern boundary hedges adjoin mixed farmland. Most of the boundary has mauve
markings on the nearest trees - the hedges prevent access to the actual boundary in most areas!

Our regional managers are often out working in our woodlands, so if you email an offer and want to be sure it has been received, please phone
our manager on his or her mobile phone. The first offer at the stated price which is accepted, whether by phone or email, has priority.
Please take care when viewing as the great outdoors can contain unexpected hazards and woodlands are no exception. You should exercise
common sense and caution, such as wearing appropriate footwear and avoiding visiting during high winds.
All woodlands are sold at a fixed price, and include free membership of the Small Woodland Owners Group and the Royal Forestry Society, as
well as £300 towards paying for a course (or courses) to help with managing and enjoying your woodland.
These particulars are for guidance only and, though believed to be correct, do not form part of any contract. Woodland Investment
Management Ltd hereby give notice under section 21 of the Estate Agents Act 1979 of their interest in the land being sold.

